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ABSTRACT

The overturning circulation of the SouthernOcean has been investigated using eddying coupled ocean–sea ice

models. The circulation is diagnosed in both density–latitude coordinates and in depth–density coordinates.

Depth–density coordinates follow streamlines where the Antarctic Circumpolar Current is equivalent baro-

tropic, capture the descent of Antarctic Bottom Water, follow density outcrops at the surface, and can be in-

terpreted energetically. In density–latitude coordinates, wind-driven northward transport of light water and

southward transport of dense water are compensated by standing meanders and to a lesser degree by transient

eddies, consistent with previous results. In depth–density coordinates, however, wind-driven upwelling of dense

water and downwelling of light water are compensatedmore strongly by transient eddy fluxes than fluxes because

of standing meanders. Model realizations are discussed where the wind pattern of the southern annular mode is

amplified. In density–latitude coordinates, meridional fluxes because of transient eddies can increase to counter

changes in Ekman transport and decrease in response to changes in the standing meanders. In depth–density

coordinates, vertical fluxes because of transient eddies directly counter changes in Ekman pumping.

1. Introduction

The Southern Ocean is a critical junction in the global

oceanic circulation. The Southern Ocean overturning,

in particular, exposes a substantial fraction of the deep

ocean’swatermasses to the atmosphere and the Southern

Ocean has contributed to around 40% of the oceanic

uptake of anthropogenic CO2 (Sabine et al. 2004). The

precise dynamics of the Southern Ocean overturning are

thus critical to our understanding of the climate system

and its sensitivity (see Rintoul et al. 2001, for a review of

Southern Ocean dynamics).

Vigorous zonal winds over the Southern Ocean

drive a northward Ekman transport of up to 30 Sv

(1 Sv [ 106 m3 s21). At latitudes of Drake Passage,

the Southern Ocean is zonally unbounded. The north-

ward Ekman transport cannot be balanced by a

southward mean geostrophic flow, except below to-

pography (around 2000-m depth). Thus, light surface

waters are driven northward and downward north

of Drake Passage and dense deep waters are driven

southward and upward south of Drake Passage. Wind

forcing manifests itself in the zonally averaged
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overturning circulation as the ‘‘Deacon Cell’’ (Manabe

et al. 1990).

It has been recognized that the Deacon Cell does not

represent the exchanges of water masses in the Southern

Ocean. This wasmost clearly demonstrated byD€o€os and

Webb (1994). Using an eddy-permitting model, D€o€os

and Webb (1994) diagnose the Southern Ocean circula-

tion in density–latitude coordinates. They see no closed

DeaconCell but rather a small net northward transport of

light water and southward transport of dense water on

isopycnal layers.

Disagreement has arisen as to the process by which

the wind-driven circulation is compensated. D€o€os and

Webb (1994) argue that the northward transport of light

water is compensated by standing meanders of the

Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC). The ACC, they

argue, transports light water southward in the open

ocean and dense water northward along the coast of

Argentina. Here we will use the general term ‘‘standing

meanders’’ to describe contributions to the circulation

from perturbations to the zonal mean, be they due to

individual coherent recirculations or steady meanders

of the ACC itself. In theoretical descriptions of the

ACC, it is assumed that transient eddies act to flatten

isopycnals, transporting light water southward and dense

water northward across mean streamlines (Marshall and

Radko 2003). We use the general term ‘‘transient eddy’’

to describe contributions due to all transient processes

be they, for example, moving coherent vortices, turbulent

fluctuations, or transient meandering of jets.

The circulation of fine-resolution models, diagnosed

in density–latitude coordinates (Lee and Coward 2003;

Hallberg and Gnanadesikan 2006), tend to reveal a

‘‘sub-polar’’ cell fluxing 5–10 Sv of dense water south-

ward and light water northward. However, a complex

series of additional overturning cells have been found,

including a surface cell that constitutes a southward flux

of light water and northward flux of dense water in the

surface layers of the Southern Ocean (Lee and Coward

2003). Such cells neither conform to the theoretical de-

scriptions of Marshall and Radko (2003) nor correspond

with the circulation inferred from surface water mass

transformation and observed tracer distributions such as

those of Speer et al. (2000).

Lee and Coward (2003) and Treguier et al. (2007) di-

agnose the circulation of the Southern Ocean in density–

streamline coordinates with streamlines defined by the

time-mean depth-integrated streamfunction. They re-

veal an increased role of transient eddies in the upper

cell of the Southern Ocean overturning. This suggests

that, although the standing meanders compensate for

the Deacon Cell meridionally, transient eddies still play

a key role. In fact, Polton and Marshall (2007) have

shown that fluxes due to standing meanders vanish

completelywhen following a streamline at constant depth

defined by a Bernoulli potential.

Recently Nurser and Lee (2004) and Nycander et al.

(2007) proposed diagnosing the oceanic circulation in

depth–density coordinates. In such coordinates, net ver-

tical exchanges of water masses are diagnosed by aver-

aging the vertical velocity in density ranges at constant

depth. Lee andNurser (2012) have applied depth–density

averaging to the circulation of an idealized channel

model. Here we analyze the SouthernOcean overturning

in state of the art eddying models of the Southern Ocean

in both density–latitude coordinates and depth–density

coordinates. Our results indicate that standing meanders

and transient eddies play complementary, rather than

independent roles, in compensating the wind-driven cir-

culation of the Southern Ocean.

The simulations diagnosed in this study are described

in section 2. Section 3 describes the overturning diag-

nostics that are applied to the models. In section 3c, we

discuss a model simulation where the Southern Ocean

winds have been increased. Advantages of depth–density

coordinates and the evident limitations of the present

suite of eddyingmodels are discussed in section 4. Section 5

presents the key results of this study and implications for

future work.

2. Coupled ocean–sea ice simulations

We analyze output of eddying model simulations

performed with three configurations: PERIANT8,

ORCA025, and PERIANT025. All are based on the

coupled ocean-sea ice modeling framework: Nucleus for

European Modeling of the Ocean (NEMO) version 3.1

(Madec 2008). In each configuration vertical mixing is

represented with the turbulent kinetic energy closure

scheme (order 1.5, Blanke and Delecluse 1993) with a

background vertical mixing coefficient of 53 1026 m2 s21

in PERIANT8 and 1 3 1026 m2 s21 in ORCA025 and

PERIANT025. There is no parameterization for eddy

induced advection in any simulation discussed here.

Horizontal resolutions are 1/88 for PERIANT8 and 1/48
for ORCA025 and PERIANT025. Grid spacing scales

with the cosine of latitude such that grid boxes are

smaller at high latitudes (approximately 6 km3 6 km for

PERIANT8 and 13 km 3 13 km at 608S for ORCA025

and PERIANT025). All models have 46 vertical levels.

ORCA025 is a global configuration described in detail

in Barnier et al. (2006). The simulation discussed here is

ORCA025-G70 (referred to as ORCA025 hereafter). It

has been run over the period 1958–2004 with Drakkar

Forcing Set 3 [DFS3, Brodeau et al. (2010), a composite

of the 40-yr European Centre for Medium-Range
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Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) Re-Analysis (ERA-40)

andECMWFoperational analyses and satellite products].

The simulation is discussed byDrakkar-Group (2007), has

been investigated with respect to the Southern Ocean by

Treguier et al. (2007), and has been thoroughly compared

to altimeter observations in various frequency bands by

Penduff et al. (2010).

PERIANT8 and PERIANT025 are regional model

configurations representing all of the ocean south of

308S.Wewill analyze the simulations PERIANT8-GJM01

(referred to as PERIANT8 hereafter) and two simulations

of PERIANT025: PERIANT025-GCG3.1 (Here after

PERIANT025-REF)andPERIANT025-GCWIND7(Here

after PERIANT025-SAM). The two PERIANT025 sim-

ulations where referred to as REF025 and SAM025111
inDufour et al. (2012). PERIANT025 is described in detail

in Dufour et al. (2012). PERIANT8 is described for the

first time here. Transport is permitted across the boundary

at 308S in the PERIANT simulations and temperature and

salinity are restored to the output of ORCA025 using ra-

diative boundary conditions there (Treguier et al. 2001).

PERIANT025 is forced at the sea surface using DFS3

over the period 1980–2004, while PERIANT8 is forced

using the Drakkar Forcing Set 4 (Brodeau et al. 2010,

DFS4 is based on ERA40 and ECMWF products and is

essentially the same as DFS3 for the purposes of this

study) over the period 1969–2007. An additional modi-

fication is made to the surface forcing in PERIANT8

that is not present in PERIANT025 or ORCA025. In

PERIANT8 freshwater fluxes due to runoff and fixed

sea ice melt around Antarctica are distributed evenly

over all the ocean within 100 km of the Antarctic Coast,

rather than the closest coastal grid point as is done in

ORCA025 and PERIANT025.

Treguier et al. (2007) have shown that sinking of dense

water is not well represented in ORCA025. The conse-

quent reduction in the total volume of Antarctic Bottom

Water (AABW) aroundAntarctica leads to a strong trend

in ACC transport (Treguier et al. 2007). In PERIANT8

and PERIANT025, to retain the volume of AABW, sim-

ulated temperature and salinity were restored to climato-

logical valueswheres2. 37.11 kg m23 (well below the sill

depth at Drake Passage; s2 is potential density referenced

to 2000 m depth) with a restoring time scale of 2 yr. Ex-

perimentswith PERIANT025 have demonstrated that this

restoring substantially rectifies the decadal trend in ACC

transport while not affecting variability of the flow on

shorter time scales (Dufour et al. 2012). Surface salinity is

also restored to climatological values in PERIANT8 and

PERIANT025with a piston velocity of 50 m (300 days)21.

The ACC transport of PERIANT8, as measured at

Drake Passage, rapidly adjusts during the first 5–10 yr

of the model run from 150 Sv to around 125 Sv with

interannual variability of 65 Sv. There is a small ap-

parent trend of 2–3 Sv (decade)21.

A five-day average of potential density at 1000-m

depth in PERIANT8 shows the rich eddy field achieved

(Fig. 1a). The signature of these eddies is evident in the

surface eddy kinetic energy averaged over the final 10

years of the model simulation (1998–2007, Fig. 1b;

FIG. 1. (a) Potential density (s2) at 1000-m depth for the final five-days of the PERIANT8 simulation (27–31 Dec 2007). Densities that straddle

the northern boundary at this depth are dappled. (b) Log10 of mean eddy kinetic energy for the final 10 years (1998–2007) of the simulation.
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EKE5 u02 1 y02/2, u0 and y0 being the deviations from

the annual mean surface zonal and meridional velocities

respectively).

3. Overturning streamfunction diagnosis

Here we introduce various overturning diagnostics

that will be used to diagnose different aspects of the

circulation. Our first analysis of PERIANT8 focuses on

the final 10 years of simulation (1998–2007). Analysis of

ORCA025 will then be presented, including compari-

sons with a previous study by Treguier et al. (2007).

Then we will analyze PERIANT025 and make com-

parisons with the recent study of Dufour et al. (2012).

a. PERIANT8 overturning

The depth–latitude overturning streamfunctionCzy is

defined as the temporal, zonal, and vertical integral of

the meridional velocity

Czy 52
1

t2 2 t1

ðt
2

t
1

þ ðz
0
y(x, y, z*, t) dz* dx dt , (1)

where z is depth, z* is a dummy variable, y is latitude,

and x is longitude. In PERIANT8,Czy reveals the wind-

driven Deacon Cell (positive cell in Fig. 2a). A zonal

average of salinity and potential density (Fig. 2b),

suggests that fluid parcels, which transport tracers in

PERIANT8, do not follow Czy streamlines, but rather,

closely follow isopycnal surfaces.

The density–latitude overturning streamfunction Cys

is defined as the temporal vertical and zonal integral of y

over the area where s2* is less than s2:

Cys 52
1

t22 t1

ðt
2

t
1

þ ð
s
2*#s

2

y(x, y, z, t) dz dx dt . (2)

We computeCys fromfive-day averages of PERIANT8

(Fig. 3a). The Deacon Cell, which is evident in the

depth–latitude overturning, is no longer present in

the density–latitude circulation. As in previous eddy-

permitting studies, the density–latitude circulation of

PERIANT8 displays an anticlockwise deep cell (here

up to 20 Sv), a clockwise subpolar cell (’5 Sv), and an

anticlockwise subtropical cell (’15 Sv) (see D€o€os and

Webb 1994, for definitions of these cells). In addition,

PERIANT8 displays a vigorous anticlockwise cell of

15 Sv in the lightest density ranges between 658 and 458S.
The depth–latitude overturning (or Deacon Cell)

has a maximum of 30 Sv (Fig. 2a). The total density–

latitude overturning has a maximum of 5 Sv and a mini-

mum of 15 Sv south of 408S (Fig. 2a). So the combined

FIG. 2. (a) The overturning circulation of PERIANT8 averaged in depth-latitude coordinates (Czy). Positive cells are clockwise (solid

contours) and negative cells are anticlockwise (dashed contours). (b) Salinity (color; g kg21) and potential density (contours; s2, kg m23)

averaged at constant latitude and depth in PERIANT8.
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contribution to the density–latitude overturning due to

standingmeanders (any perturbation to the zonal mean)

and transient eddies (any perturbation to the temporal

mean) is 25–35 Sv. To determine to what degree standing

meanders or transient eddies set the compensation of the

Deacon Cell in density–latitude coordinates, we diagnose

the Eulerian mean component Cys and transient com-

ponent C0
ys of the overturning as

Cys 52

þ ð
s
2*#s

2

y(x, y, z) dz dx, and (3)

C0
ys 5Cys 2Cys . (4)

Here, y is the meridional velocity averaged in time

on the model grid rather than at constant density

FIG. 3. (a) Overturning circulation of PERIANT8 averaged in density–latitude coordinates (Cys). (b) Eulerian mean contribution

to circulation averaged in density–latitude coordinates (Cys). (c) Transient contribution to the density–latitude circulation (C0
ys).

(d) Overturning circulation averaged in density–depth coordinates (Csz). (e) Eulerian mean contribution to circulation averaged in

density–depth coordinates (Cyz). (f) Transient contribution to the circulation averaged in density–depth coordinates (C0
yz). Positive cells

are clockwise (solid contours) and negative cells are anticlockwise (dashed contours). In (d),(e),(f) shading shows depth–density ranges

not wholly inside the model domain.
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fy5 [1/(t2 2 t1)
Ð t2
t1
y dt]g. We use the general term

transient eddy to describe the contribution due to all

transient processes and do not distinguish between

different temporal or spatial scales.

In PERIANT8, the Eulerian mean density–latitude

overturning is similar in magnitude and spatial pattern

to the total density–latitude overturning (Fig. 3b). The

transient eddy overturning C0
ys only partially works

against the Deacon Cell in PERIANT8 (Fig. 3c). Tran-

sient eddy overturning cells reach 10 Sv at a few latitudes

and at scales of around 50 km. Averaged over the lati-

tudes of Drake Passage, the transient eddy contribution

to the density–latitude overturning is approximately 5 Sv.

The Deacon cell is more strongly counteracted by

standing meanders, which flux light water southward and

dense water northward in response to the wind-driven

Ekman and geostrophic transports, than by transient

eddy fluxes.

To gain further insight into the Southern Ocean over-

turning, we average the overturning in depth–density

coordinates (Nurser and Lee 2004; Nycander et al. 2007).

Such a diagnostic represents the actual vertical transport

of water masses and can be interpreted as the potential

energy input into the ocean by the circulation at the

reference pressure of the potential density coordinate

(Nycander et al. 2007).

Killworth (1992) demonstrates that the ACC is close

to equivalent barotropic, meaning the vertical shear is

aligned with the flow direction. Via the thermal wind

equation, contours of constant density and depth are

perfectly aligned with the geostrophic shear. So, depth–

density averaging has the additional advantage of being

naturally ‘‘streamwise’’ along the ACC to the extent that

it is equivalent barotropic.

Here we apply depth–density averaging in the South-

ern Ocean only. That is, only south of 308S.
We define the depth–density streamfunction Csz as

the integral of the vertical velocity w over the area of

a constant depth surface where s2* $ s2 such that

Csz5
1

t22 t1

ðt
2

t
1

ð ð
s
2*$s

2

w(x, y, z, t) dx dy dt . (5)

Above we apply a no-normal-flow condition at s25 ‘,
implying the integral must be from higher to lower

density.

At any particular depth, Csz is the accumulated ver-

tical transport in density coordinates (Fig. 4a). This in-

terpretation holds, regardless of whether the model

diagnosed is in a steady state or has open boundaries. If

the model is in a steady state such that depth–density

iso-volumes (i.e., those bound by surfaces of constant

density and depth) have zero trend, such iso-volumes

are contained wholly inside the model domain and there

is a no-normal-flow condition linking Csz at different

depths; Csz can be interpreted as the net pathway of

water parcels in depth–density coordinates (Fig. 4b). If

these conditions are met, the following also holds

Csz(z1,s2)2Csz(z0,s2)5
1

t22 t1

ðt
2

t
1

ð ðz
1

z
0

ws
2 dAdt .

(6)

Above, ws2 is the local diapycnal velocity across the s2

surface. In our analysis, density–depth iso-volumes do

exist at the northern boundary of the domain (at 308S).
So, the interpretation of Csz as the pathway of water

masses can only hold at densities above the densest

found at the northern boundary at a given depth. Den-

sities that are found at the northern boundary of the

domain (at any longitude or time) at a particular depth

FIG. 4. Schematic describing how the depth–density stream-

function is computed. (a) Vertical velocity is summed at constant

depth over areas bound by contours of constant density. (b) For

density and depth ranges found wholly inside the domain of in-

tegration (here south of 308S) the streamfunction represents the

net pathway of water parcels in depth–density coordinates.
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are thus shaded in gray in all figures showing Csz (e.g.,

Figs. 3d,e,f).

As Nycander et al. (2007) point out, if the flow is

steady, a depth–density overturning streamfunction

describes a purely diabatic circulation. Vertical trans-

ports in density coordinates require exchanges of po-

tential energy and diapycnal transports require net

diapycnal mixing or deep sources of buoyancy. As we

are using s2 as our density variable this energetic in-

terpretation holds at the 2000-m reference surface and in

so far as pressure is a strong function of depth. (Alter-

native reference densities have been tested and the re-

sults presented here are qualitatively the same.)

Across the northern boundary of the PERIANT8

domain, volume fluxes can occur into depth–density iso-

volumes. These fluxes appear as source terms in any

volume budget at constant density and depth. Figure 1a

shows an example field of potential density at constant

depth. Density ranges straddling the northern boundary

are stippled in Fig. 1a. In diagnostics presented here, the

depth–density streamfunction is shown for the entire

domain and shading indicates depth–density ranges

which straddle the northern boundary in Fig. 4b. Density–

depth values that do not exist at all in the model are

masked completely.

The total depth–density overturning Csz is computed

from five-day averages of PERIANT8 (Fig. 3d). It re-

veals upwelling of circumpolar deep water between s25
36.5 and 37 kg m23. Some of this deep water appears to

remain at the surface and transform to lighter interme-

diate and mode waters and some appears to transform

to denser AABW and sink back down below 2000-m

depth. As we are integrating up to 308S the accumulated

streamfunction does not sum to zero as the transport is

balanced at other latitudes.

In depth–density coordinates there is no anticlockwise

surface cell in the upper layers. This indicates that the

surface anticlockwise cell in density–latitude coordinates

is, as Treguier et al. (2007) argue, an isobaric feature.

Other differences exist between the total density–

latitude circulation and the depth–density overturning

(Fig. 3a and Fig. 3d). The deep cell in density–latitude

coordinates is more vigorous at up to 20 Sv while in

depth–density coordinates less than 10 Sv is exchanged

across the 2000-m-depth surface and less than 5 Sv

across the 500-m-depth surface. This implies that, of the

20 Sv of bottom water that exits the Southern Ocean at

408S (Fig. 3a), the majority of the volume transport

balancing it enters at constant depth rather than actually

upwelling to the Antarctic Shelf.

In the surface layers, the depth–density circulation

displays a 15 Sv clockwise cell. Dense waters (s2 ,
36.5 kg m23) to the south are upwelled through the

200-m-depth surface, while lighter water is downwelled

(s2 , 36.5 kg m23) near the sea surface. This Deacon

Cell–like feature does not exist in density–latitude

coordinates.

As was done for the density–latitude streamfunction

we separate the depth–density streamfunction into a

mean and transient eddy component, such that

Csz 5

ð ð
s
2*$s

2

w(x, y, z) dx dy , and (7)

C0
sz 5Csz 2Csz , (8)

where Csz is derived only from the Eulerian mean

vertical velocity, [1/(t2 2 t1)
Ð t2
t1
wdt].

In depth–density coordinates the Eulerian mean circu-

lation fluxes up to 25 Svof densewater (s2 . 36.5 kg m23)

upward and lighter water downward (Fig. 3e). In these

coordinates, the transient circulation is greater than 10 Sv

between 250- and 3000-m depth, peaking at 20 Sv at

2000-m depth. The transient eddy circulation acts to flux

dense water downward and light water upward. In depth–

density coordinates, the Eulerian mean flow is always

clockwise and the transient eddy flow is always anticlock-

wise. The residual or total flow is roughly aligned with the

slope ofmean isopycnals in the interior, as in the conceptual

framework of Marshall and Radko (2003). The difference

in the standingmeander and transient eddy contributions to

the overturning in the two coordinates (Fig. 5) indicate that

the two mechanisms contribute differently to the vertical

and meridional exchanges of buoyancy.

We now wish to compare both the density–latitude

and depth–density streamfunctions projected into

geographical coordinates. Following D€o€os and Webb

(1994), we project the density–latitude overturning into

pseudodepth–latitude coordinates (Figs. 5a–c). The depth

of isopycnals at each latitude is defined by the zonally

averaged density (Fig. 2b), which is sorted to bemonotonic

with depth. (The average of z at constant s2 would be

more representative of the average depth of an isopycnal;

however, as the highest densities occur at the surface,

where they are formed, this approach would be less likely

to be monotonic with depth.) As the densest waters in

the Southern Ocean are formed at the Antarctic mar-

gins and the lightest tend to occur toward the equator,

the depth–density overturning is projected into depth–

pseudolatitude coordinates. Here, at constant depth,

zonally averaged density is sorted to be monotonically

decreasing with latitude. The streamfunction is then

projected onto the latitude of each density (Figs. 5d,e).

Note that when Cys and Csz and their mean and tran-

sient components are computed no assumption of

monotonicity with depth or latitude is used.
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In Figs. 5d–f, as in Figs. 3d–f, density–depth values

that have occurred at the northern boundary (at any

longitude or time) are shaded in gray. This shading is

done at the average latitude of the density–depth value

in question. Again, this indicates regions where water

can be exchanged at constant depth and density across

the northern boundary, and thus the streamfunction

cannot be interpreted as the net pathway of water

masses.

The density–latitude circulation, projected into geo-

graphical coordinates (Fig. 5a), does not reveal an

overturning consistent with the schematic representa-

tions of the Southern Ocean overturning of Speer et al.

(2000) who infer the overturning from buoyancy fluxes

in density coordinates at the sea surface (i.e., using the

framework first proposed by Walin 1982). The density–

latitude overturning has a closed anticlockwise cell at

the surface, fluxing light water southward and dense

water northward, which is not seen in the framework of

Speer et al. (2000) nor in model-based applications of

such a method (Iudicone et al. 2008). In depth–density

coordinates, however, circumpolar water masses upwell

along isopycnals and are transformed at the surface into

intermediate and bottom waters (Fig. 5d). The depth–

density coordinates matches to the surface density

framework used by Speer et al. (2000) as follows: 1) it

FIG. 5. (a)–(c) As in Figs. 3a–c, but projected from density–latitude coordinates into pseudodepth–latitude coordinates. (d)–(f) As in

Figs. 3(d)–(f) but projected from depth–density coordinates into depth–pseudolatitude coordinates.
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follows density contours at constant depth; and 2) it

shows a net transformation of dense water into mode

and intermediate waters.

b. ORCA025 overturning

To complement our analysis of PERIANT8, we di-

agnose the density–latitude and depth–density circula-

tion in the simulationORCA025.As discussed in section

2, ORCA025 has a coarser resolution than PERIANT8

but, unlike PERIANT8, is a global model and has no

bottom water restoring or open boundary. In addition,

we are able to compare the depth–density approach to

the density–streamline approach of Treguier et al.

(2007). For consistency, we compute overturning di-

agnostics in ORCA025 over the period 1991–2000 as

in Treguier et al. (2007) made with the same ORCA025

model. Diagnostics inORCA025 are computed only south

of 308S as in PERIANT8.

We diagnose the density–latitude streamfunction from

five-day average output of ORCA025 (shown projected

into pseudodepth–latitude coordinates; Figs. 6a–c). As

Treguier et al. (2007) point out, there is a strong coun-

terclockwise surface cell at latitudes of Drake Passage

in the total density–latitude circulation. This cell is

equivalent to that of PERIANT8 and in both models is

mostly achieved by the Eulerian mean flow (Fig. 6b).

FIG. 6. As in Fig. 5, but for the simulation ORCA025. Density and depth ranges which straddle 308S are shaded in gray in (d)–(f).
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The bottom water cell in density–latitude coordinates is

weaker in ORCA025 than in PERIANT8.

Again, the depth–density overturning is computed

from five-day output of ORCA025 (shown projected

into depth–pseudolatitude coordinates; Figs. 6d–f). As

in PERIANT8, the total depth–density overturning ap-

pears to show upwelling along mean isopycnal surfaces.

There is, however, no sinking of AABW in ORCA025.

The bottom water cells seen in density–latitude coor-

dinates may represent a circulation at constant depth

where water enters from the north as lighter water and

exits as denser water at the same depth. Transforma-

tions in the deep cell in ORCA025 either imply density

being mixed down along the Antarctic Shelf rather than

advected downward or that dense water is being ad-

vected out of the Southern Ocean and the model is still

adjusting. Such adjustment is suggested also by the

gradual decrease in ACC transport in ORCA025

throughout the ORCA025-G70 simulation (Treguier

et al. 2010).

The density–depth overturning ofORCA025 (Fig. 6d)

is always clockwise, fluxing dense water upward and

lighter water downward, while the density–latitude cir-

culation (Fig. 6a) has both clockwise and anticlockwise

cells. This suggests that the anticlockwise surface cell

and the AABW cell in density–latitude coordinates do

not represent actual upwelling and downwelling of wa-

ter masses in this model.

As in PERIANT8, the density–latitude circulation

of ORCA025 is achieved largely through a balance be-

tween the zonally averaged wind-forced circulation

(not shown but practically identical to Fig. 2a) and the

standing transport that counteracts it. Transient eddy

fluxes play a smaller role than standing meanders.

However, in depth–density coordinates, transient eddy

fluxes do play amajor role in countering the wind-driven

Eulerian mean circulation.

Treguier et al. (2007) take the novel approach of

diagnosing the circulation of ORCA025 in density-

mean streamline coordinates. This approach has the

advantage of filtering out the ‘‘standing meander’’

transport. Comparing the depth–density overturning

fromORCA025 (Figs. 6d–f) to the density–streamline

analysis of (Treguier et al. 2007, see their Figs. 9, 10,

and 11) we find that the two diagnostics are indeed

equivalent. Both Treguier et al. (2007) and our study

show a strong Eulerian mean overturning of up to

25 Sv, which is countered by a transient eddy cell of

more than 15 Sv. The total circulation in both the

depth–density analysis of this study and the density–

streamline analysis of Treguier et al. (2007) is up to

10 Sv and closely follows isopycnal layers away from

the sea surface.

c. PERIANT025 overturning with perturbed wind
forcing

We now analyze the last 10 years of simulations

PERIANT025-REF and PERIANT025-SAM discussed

in Dufour et al. (2012). PERIANT025-REF is a regional

extraction of ORCA025. PERIANT025-REF has a

density–latitude overturning circulation with surface

and subpolar cells within 10%–20% of the magnitude of

those in ORCA025 (see Fig. 6 of Dufour et al. (2012).

The deep cell of PERIANT025-REF is stronger, most

likely because of the deep restoring of bottom waters.

To produce PERIANT025-SAM, Dufour et al. (2012)

perturb the model with a wind field consistent with

a fixed increase in the southern annular mode (SAM;

Thompson and Wallace 2000) of two times its observed

standard deviation for the 25-yr duration of the experi-

ment. This increases the strength of the westerly wind

stress by approximately 30% and shifts its peak to the

south by 38 of latitude (Fig. 1b of Dufour et al. 2012).We

diagnose the anomaly in both the density–latitude cir-

culation for the SAM perturbation runs. We do this by

subtracting the circulation for PERIANT025-REF from

that of PERIANT025-SAM. The anomalous circulation

and its Eulerian and transient components are shown in

Figs. 7a–c.

As reported by Dufour et al. (2012), the total density

latitude overturning shows an increase in the peak of

the subpolar cell of approximately 3 Sv (Fig. 7a). The

transient-eddy component of the density–latitude over-

turning in PERIANT025-SAM relative to PERIANT025-

REF increases at some latitudes and decreases in

others, despite the broad increase in wind stress. This is

somewhat surprising, in the context of the present lit-

erature, as it is commonly assumed that, in density–

depth coordinates, transient eddies will increase to

counter changes in the wind-driven zonal-mean over-

turning (Meredith et al. 2012). Dufour et al. (2012) find

that the increase in the wind-driven zonally averaged

overturning with the SAM forcing is countered most

strongly by a change in the meridional density–latitude

circulation because of standing meanders, fluxing more

light water southward and dense water northward.

There are regions where the transient-eddy density–

depth overturning does show a large change, with

patches of26 Sv change the deep cell and14 Sv in the

surface cell for example. These changes are large, but

are difficult to relate directly to the forcing and are

likely in response both to changes in the wind forcing

and changes in the mean geostrophic flow.

In density–depth coordinates the circulation of

PERIANT025-REF is also equivalent to that of

ORCA025 to within 10%–20% (not shown), with the
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exception the Antarctic Bottom Water cell, which does

exist in PERIANT025-REF but is weak at less than

5 Sv. The density–depth overturning of PERIANT025-

SAMminus that of PERIANT025-REF and its Eulerian

and transient components are shown in Figs. 7d–f. The

total overturning increases by up to 8 Sv near the surface

and 4–5 Sv at 1000-m depth with the SAM forcing. The

transient eddy overturning in depth–density coordinates

increases with the SAM forcing by up to 4 Sv at 1000 m.

As the winds act to flux more dense water upward to the

south and flux more light water downward to the north,

the transient eddy component of the circulation acts

against the wind, fluxing more dense water downward

and light water upward.

4. Discussion

We have diagnosed the depth–density overturning in

both a simulation with sinking water around Antarctica

(PERIANT8, albeit with deep restoring around Ant-

arctica) and another with no sinking of bottom water at

all (ORCA025). Unlike PERIANT8, there is very little

sinking of dense water in PERIANT025-REF either

(not shown). The result that fluxes because of transient

FIG. 7. As in Fig. 3, but for the difference between simulation PERIANT025-SAM and PERIANT025-REF.

Contour intervals are 2 Sv rather than the 5 Sv in Fig. 3. Density and depth ranges which straddle 308S in

PERIANT025-SAM are shaded in gray.
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eddies are larger than those because of standing

meanders in the vertical holds in both ORCA025,

PERIANT8, and PERIANT025. This result cannot be

confirmed, however, until a range of realistic eddying

models that describe steady formation of bottom water

exist. Challenges indeed remain in this regard (Lee et al.

2002; Treguier et al. 2007).

Like PERIANT8, PERIANT025 has deep restoring

but still does not manage to create sinking of Antarctic

bottom water (Fig. 7). An equivalent experiment at ½8
resolution, PERIANT05, Dufour et al. (2012), also fails

to produce sinking AABW, despite deep restoring (not

shown). This suggests that it is either the change in

freshwater forcing around Antarctica in PERIANT8

that permits the AABW cell or that the transition from
1/48 to 1/88 resolution represents a critical threshold in

permitting the descent of AABW in this modeling

framework.

Promisingly, the use of depth–density coordinates al-

lows one to identify whether sinking of water masses is

in fact occurring (as this is precisely what is being mea-

sured). Existing density–latitude and depth–latitude di-

agnostics can show a bottom water cell when no bottom

water is actually sinking from the Antarctic Shelf

(Fig. 6a).

Theoretical representations of the Southern Ocean

describe a wind-forced circulation tilting isopycnals,

transient-eddy fluxes acting to flatten these isopycnal

slopes and a residual circulation related directly to

buoyancy forcing at the surface and diapycnal mixing in

the interior (Marshall andRadko 2003; Speer et al. 2000;

Ito and Marshall 2008; Marshall 1997). Because of the

presence of strong topographically steered meanders

along the ACC, density–latitude diagnostics of eddy-

permitting models do not reproduce these theoretical

balances. In addition, transformations in density–latitude

coordinates do not directly relate to constant latitude

buoyancy fluxes as transformations can occur in the

many density layers that outcrop in the Southern Ocean

at a given latitude (Treguier et al. 2007).

In depth–density coordinates, there is a clear separa-

tion between flows near the surface, which are exposed

to buoyancy forcing, and deep circulations whose dia-

pycnal excursions, in steady state, can only occur be-

cause ofmixing and nonlinear processes. In addition, the

depth–density framework matches perfectly with the

water mass transformation framework of Walin (1982)

at the sea surface. In depth–density coordinates, the

circulation has a direct link to energetics. If transient

eddies always act to remove potential energy from the

mean flow (i.e., are primarily driven by baroclinic in-

stability) then eddy cells will always have one direction

in these coordinates.

Here we have argued that depth–density coordinates

are ‘‘naturally streamwise.’’ In an independent study to

ours, Viebahn and Eden (2012) compute the over-

turning of a channel model in density–streamline co-

ordinates with streamlines set by time mean density

contours at constant depth. They find that the standing

meander component of the overturning is minimized

close to the chosen depth suggesting that density con-

tours at constant depth are, indeed, a good proxy for

local streamlines of the ACC.

McDougall (1987) argues that neutral density is the

most appropriate density coordinate as water parcels

can move adiabatically along neutral tangent planes

without restoring buoyancy forces. As neutral density

surfaces are tangent to locally referenced potential

density surfaces, contours of constant neutral density

and pressure follow contours of constant in situ density

and pressure (locally referenced potential density is

equivalent to in situ density at the reference depth).

Thus pressure–in situ density coordinates (which are

very close to a depth–in situ density coordinate in our

simulations) is a ‘‘naturally neutral’’ coordinate. Here

we have chosen to average in a depth–potential density

coordinate so that a clear comparison is made with the

potential density–latitude circulation. We advise that

future studies, which are diagnosing a streamfunction at

a particular level, diagnose the circulation in a pressure

or depth–in situ density coordinate.

5. Conclusions

Multidecadal simulations performed with global and

regional ocean models at 1/48 and 1/88 resolutions have

been used to understand the dynamics of the Southern

Ocean overturning and its response to forcing. We have

calculated streamfunctions in both density–latitude and

depth–density coordinates. By doing so we have eluci-

dated the complementary roles of both standing mean-

ders and transient eddies in the response to the wind

forced Deacon Cell.

The density–latitude overturning Cys shows how the

Deacon Cell’s meridional exchanges are most strongly

compensated by standing features of the circulation.

The depth–density overturning Csz, however, demon-

strates how the upward transport of dense water and

downward transports of light water by the Deacon Cell

are compensated more strongly by transient eddy fluxes.

The schematic view of the overturning, according to

D€o€os and Webb (1994), is one where water parcels fol-

low the mean flow. The culmination of many standing

meanders, each deviating by only a hundredmeters or so

in the vertical, leads, they argue, to cancel out the

DeaconCell. Here we find that standingmeanders of the
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ACC do compensate for the Deacon Cell most strongly

in the meridional direction, but less so vertically. We

find that transient eddies compensate less significantly

for the Deacon Cell meridionally, but they do compen-

sate significantly in the vertical.

An extreme example is presented in the perturbation

simulation PERIANT025-SAM. In PERIANT025-

SAM, westerly winds are increased. The winds drive

light water northward and dense water southward. At

the same time, standing meanders transport more light

water southward and more dense water northward,

acting against changes in the wind driven circulation.

At some latitudes, transient eddies transport no more

dense water southward and light water northward then

they did when winds were weaker. In contrast, as the

wind increase, transient eddies do act to flux more

dense water downward and light water upward, coun-

tering the wind-induced circulation. Although the true

system is inevitably more complicated, Fig. 8 gives

a schematic representation of how standing meanders

can counter the wind-driven circulation in density–

latitude coordinates, while simultaneously, transient

FIG. 8. Schematic diagram showing how the transient eddy overturning can play a major role

in counteracting the wind-induced deacon cell vertically while playing a minor role meridio-

nally and represents the extreme case scenario observed in the PERIANT025-SAMsimulation.

(a) Flow at constant latitude and depth reveals a closed ‘‘Deacon Cell’’ (red) transporting light

water (light gray) downward and northward and dense water (dark gray) southward and up-

ward. (b)Averaging at constant latitude and density shows a cancellation of theDeaconCell by

the mean flow (blue). (c) Averaging at constant depth and density shows a cancellation by

transient eddy transport (green). (d) Standing meanders of the ACC transport light water

southward through a cross section at constant latitudewhile transient eddies transport the same

light water upward through a horizontal cross section. Together, the standing meanders and

transient eddies, cancel the Deacon Cell.
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eddies counter the wind-driven circulation in density–

depth coordinates.

Finally, transient eddies are found here to play a key

role in the vertical exchange of water masses. It has been

established previously that transient eddies play a minor

role in meridional heat and freshwater transport in the

Southern Ocean (Meijers et al. 2007). We propose

a similar analysis to that carried out here, separating

mean and transient components of vertical heat and

freshwater transports, may reveal a key role for tran-

sient eddies.
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